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I. As long as the earth _________________, there will be
________________ and ________________.
A. “… you will __________ ________________ what you
_____________.”
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_____________.”

II. God’s _________ of _________________ and
_________________.
A. Everything ____________ as a __________.
1. “… each ________________ its own kind of _________bearing fruit.”
2. Seed is anything _______________ that I ________ away.
B. Nothing happens until a seed is ________________.
1. If a seed _________, it ___________ much ___________.
2. The seed _______________ and ____________.
C. When I have a __________ I should ____________ a
__________.
1. You never know which __________________ will do
______________ than the ___________.
D. ________________ I ____________ is what I’ll __________.
1. You _________ _______________ what you _________.
E. I’m not the only ____________.
1. You have stepped in to _________ the _____________ of
___________ work.
F. I always _________ in a ___________________
______________ than I ________.
1. A _________ to ___________; a _________ to
_______________.
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I. endures; seedtime; harvest

A. reap exactly; plant
II. laws; planting; harvesting
A. starts; seed
1. yielding; seed
2. valuable; give
B. planted
1. dies; bears; fruit
2. sprouts; grows
C. need; plant; seed
1. planting; better; other
D. Whatever; plant; reap
1. reap exactly; plant
E. sower
1. reap; results; their
F. reap; different season; sow
1. time; plant; time; harvest

